Conventional SAO module in encoder decides classification mode and offsets based on the statistical data of pixels for accuracy. It needs to traverse all pixels several times, which is extremely time-consuming. All improving works for efficiency either reduce statistical data or concentrate only on SAO decoder. To tackle this, a fast parallel algorithm for standard SAO in encoder named CuSAO based on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is proposed. We proposed a pixel gridthread mapping method and adopted parallel computing of multi-granularity in different stages of SAO encoder. Experimental results demonstrate our method outperforms state-of-the-arts modules and shows impressive results in terms of efficiency, reaching a significant time saving by average 75% and up to more than 85%.
Introduction
SAO reduces the ringing artifacts effectively to improve visual quality of reconstructed frames by classifying pixels into certain categories and obtaining the best offset to modify the pixels of these categories. However, conventional SAO needs to traverse all pixels several times to obtain all statistics data, which is extremely time-consuming. Many researchers have proposed improved methods to reduce run-time of SAO module. Joo, et al. and Rhee, et al. [1] [2] proposed faster algorithms to reduce calculation time of SAO by avoiding the statistics-based method, nevertheless, resulting in a compromise with accuracy. Some researchers went further in improving efficiency by introducing parallelization technology into SAO processing [3] [4] , but all concentrated on SAO in decoder.
In this paper, we propose a fast parallel algorithm based on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to implement conventional SAO module in encoder by continuously using the statistics-based method to maintain accuracy.
Conventional SAO Module in Encoder
In encoder process, SAO collects statistical information to derive offsets and then decisions are made in accordance with Relative Rate-Distortion (RRD). SAO uses different offsets in a region depending on the sample classification [5] . SAO includes two types of sample classification: edge offset (EO) and band offset (BO). EO classifies pixels into 4 patterns by comparing them with their neighboring pixels. And each pattern can be divided into 5 categories according to the results. BO classifies pixels into 32 categories by value. SAO collects statistical information according to the classification categories. Also parameters fusion mechanism is introduced to SAO, meaning that the current LCU can transmit new SAO parameters or reuse all parameters of its adjacent blocks.
To obtain optimal parameters for a LCU, SAO needs to calculate all candidate parameters in different sample classification patterns and determine the best. In standard SAO module, cost of RRD should be taken into consideration in the deciding process. Therefore, the classification pattern and offsets at the lowest cost are the final SAO parameters of the LCU.
The cost of RRD is given by Eq.1, where denotes the Lagrange multiplier and R represents estimated bits of side information. And ∆ is the relative distortion as Eq.2.
Where is the distortion between the original samples and reconstructed post-SAO samples of one coding tree block (CTB), while is the distortion between the original samples and the reconstructed pre-SAO samples. N indicates the number of pixels and E is given by Eq.5. We define ( , ) ∈ , where x is the horizontal coordinate component and y is the vertical coordinate component of a pixel in a region . Lastly, s represents the original pixel value, represents the reconstructed pixel value and is the candidate offset. Similar calculations are involved in standard SAO module. We need to traverse all pixels several times to obtain the statistics data N and E in order to calculate parameters in each sample classification pattern. The whole statistic calculation process takes up over 95% of the total computing time of the SAO module.
Proposed Method
We divide the whole encoder process into 4 stages and introduce CUDA technology for parallel computation of different pixels' granularity. The whole cuSAO process is illustrated in Figure 1 . Stage 1: parallel statistics in grid-scale. We need to calculate and in every classification pattern. In a practical LCU, pixels share high correlation within a small region. It means pixel's values are quite similar or even the same. See Figure 2 . Therefore, pixels are likely to be classified into a same classification pattern, leading to threads competing to rewrite the same variables. We came up with a pixel grid-thread mapping method, which takes full advantage of high similarity of pixels' value in a square region. A LCU will be split into multiple grids. All statistical work in a grid is undertaken by one thread. We define a parameter split to denote the granularity of a grid. For example, split with a value of 64 indicates that a LCU is split into 64×64 grids of the same size. The greater the size of grid is, the more pixels every thread accounts for, and fewer threads are needed. Each thread block maps a LCU. Technically, when a thread block contains fewer threads, it facilitates cuSAO efficiency. And according to CUDA official documentation, computing resources can be fully used when a thread block contains more than 192 threads. Therefore, we conclude that cuSAO reaches its best performance when split equals 16. See Figure 3 . And split of the luminance component is twice that of the chrominance component. Also we employ shared memory to serve as cache for every LCU. We complete all statistic work of every grid in shared memory, then summarize the final LCU data in the global memory, thus reducing the threads competing phenomenon. See Figure 4 . After statistics stage, we calculate relative rate-distortion of different categories of each classification pattern respectively in stage 2. Since the obtained data between all kinds of categories in different LCUs are mutually independent, parallel computing on category-scale can be implemented.
Stage 3 decides the optimal pattern and parameters for the component of LCU. Due to parameters fusion mechanism, cuSAO completes this stage in the same way as standard SAO module. And the last stage of cuSAO is to modify the frame according to stage 3. Modification for each pixel shares no association, so it can work in a pixel-scaled parallel way.
Experiments
All new experiments were implemented on two computers with the following specifications: Computer1: CPU: Intel Core i7-6700 @3.4GHz; GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GT 720M (ability 2.1); Computer2: CPU: Intel Core i7-6700 @3.4GHz; GPU: NVIDIA GTX 750Ti (ability 5.0). The dataset includes 12 video sequences of 6 size types. We encoded 120 frames of the video sequences twice in RA coding and with QP of 37 to calculate the average computing time. The results were compared with those obtained through the use of the conventional SAO module. Along with experiments regarding the pure GPU performance, another was devised to verify the optimal split value. The results are shown as follows.
From Table 1 and Figure 4 -5, a major difference can be seen between the CPU-only versions and the ones that employed GPU. A relevant difference can be seen between different video types as well. However, our proposed method did not show superiority in case of 175*144-size. We conclude that parallelization does not apply when frame size is too small. When it comes to greater sizes, proposed method can reach an 85% boost for the module time. Stronger GPU ability will only make the gap more visible between the CPU-only and GPU accelerated versions. Figure 6 . The verification of optimal split value.
Conclusion
In this paper, a computationally efficient parallel method based on GPU -cuSAO -is introduced for a robust and fast SAO encoder. Experimental results demonstrate that our method can outperform state-of-the art approaches, reaching a significant time saving by average 75% and up to more than 85%. Furthermore, the proposed method using GPU facilitates for robust, real-time and economical video coding, which is important for widespread industrial adoption.
